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Abstract
I am creating a new programming language and editor that is aimed towards
authoring interactive behaviors. This language is intended to allow more interaction
designers to write their own interactive applications. This paper discusses the motivation,
method, and design ideas for such a language.
1. Introduction
Interaction designers interested in working with the virtual medium of computer applications face significant challenges that often hinder their ability to express their desired
behaviors. One of the barriers interaction designers face is the effort that it takes to learn a
programming language to the point that they
can implement fully functional applications or
prototypes. Another challenge is that computer application programming does not allow
for reflection in action, which is roughly the
act of evaluating one’s work before completion. Whereas in the course of working with
physical materials, the designer is able to
evaluate their work before completion, they
cannot with traditional computer programming languages.
While many tools have been created to allow designers to create interactive software,
including Adobe Catalyst, Microsoft Blend,
and Processing, these tools still rely on a
fixed set of widgets for ease of use. Although

widgets can often provide a decent approximation of what an application designer wants,
they often are not able to capture exactly what
they want [2]. The application designer
might, for example, want to make a slight
tweak to a supplied widget, but this usually
requires re-implementing the widget from
scratch in a programming language like ActionScript, which is not a task that is possible
for most interaction designers.
Put another way, most existing tools have
placed an emphasis on parameterization, or
providing widgets and guessing which parameters application designers might want to
vary. However, in our research, we have
found that designers often want complex behaviors that widget creators cannot predict
and parameterize for. For this reason, I am
focusing on creating a new programming language for interactive applications, rather than
a new tool on top of an existing programming
language, to allow more interaction designers
to author interactive behaviors.
2. Previous and Related Work
I have helped develop two tools aimed at
helping interaction designers: FireCrystal [3],
which is aimed at allowing interaction designers to understand and duplicate interactive behaviors on the web; and Playbook,
which is a tool that uses a simple language
and programming-by-demonstration to help
designers evaluate and compare early-stage
interface prototypes.

Our research group has also done several
studies on interaction designers and the needs
of tools to support interaction design. One
study showed that most interaction designers
have to rely on programmers to prototype or
implement their designs [2], which highlights
the need for tools that enable more interaction
designers to author their own behaviors. Another [4] investigates the requirements of an
environment for authoring interactive behaviors.
3. Method
Having already compiled a list of needs of
interaction designers in terms of features, we
are now exploring language primitives. To go
about this, we are looking at existing interactive applications with “complex” behaviors,
where “complex” means difficult to implement in existing languages. We are examining
complex behaviors, because we feel they represent samples of behaviors that designers are
truly interested in, rather than a compromise
between the designer’s intention and the tools
available to them. We are also examining the
behaviors of standard widgets, like buttons
and scrollbars, to make sure they have a representation that easy to understand. As mentioned in the introduction, we want to focus
on making the language easy to understand,
rather than providing a more complex language and simple widgets that can be parameterized, with the aim of allowing more interaction designers to author custom interactive
behaviors.
One promising approach we have found
has been to revisit the spreadsheet paradigm
explored by environments like Forms/3 [1].
Spreadsheet and dataflow languages represent
one way to improve the reflection in action
component, because continuous evaluation
allows consequences to be immediately seen.
We want to augment this by reducing some of
the known deficiencies of spreadsheets, like
lack of visibility, and by making our pro-

gramming environment multimodal, so that
multiple views of a program can be used to
manipulate the logic. For example, when designing program logic, a state machine might
be the best view of the program; when defining program dependencies, a spreadsheet;
when customizing animations, a timeline, etc.
Another important feature is that we want
behaviors to be localized, and to minimize
“spaghetti code”. Not only does this make
programs simpler and more modular, it also
allows for easier exploration because designers can easy add, remove, or modify behaviors. After a set of language features is finalized, we plan on doing Wizard of Oz prototypes with interaction designers before implementing the language.
4. Conclusion
To enable more interaction designers to
program interactive applications, we plan on
creating a programming language and environment tailored to interactive application
design.
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